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Analyses of Electromagnetic Fields Induced i:r1 

Biological Tissues by Thermographic Studies 
on Equivalent Phantom Models 
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Abstract-One of the most vexing problems in studies involving 

the interaction of electrom:1gnetic fields and living biological systems 
and ti~sues is the qu:1ntirl.c:1tion of the fields induced in the tissties 

by nearb~' sources. This paper describes a method for rapid evalua
tion of these fields in tissues of arbitrary shape and characteristics 
when they are exposed to various sources including plane wave, 
aperture, slot, and dipole sources. The method, valid for both far- and 
near-zone fields, invo!Yes the use of a thermograph camera for 
recording temperature distributions produced by energy absorption 
in phantom models of the tissue structures. The magnitude of the 
electric field may then be obtained anywhere on the model as a 
function of the square root of the magnitude of the calculated heat

ing patiern. The phantoms are composed of materials with dielectric 
and geometric properties identical to the tissue structures which they 
represent. The validity of the technique is verified by comparing the 

results of the experimental approach with the theoretical results 

obtained for the case of plane layers of tissue exposed to a rec-

" tangular-aperttire source and cylindrical layers of tissue exposed to 
a plane-wave source. This technique has been used successfully by 
the author for in1proving microwave applicators. 

INTRODUCTION 

lf IYl-"G biological tissues may be intentionally ex

lLd pose~ to el~ct:romagnetic en~rgy for th~rapeu_tic 
or diagnostic purposes, or m connection with 

studies on the behavior of living systems under the in
fluence of electromagnetic fields. Tissues may also be 
accidentally exposed to electromagnetic sou:·ces, such 
as radars, microwave ovens, industrial 1:1icrowave 
equipment, and diathermy apparatus. 

In many of these cases· both the tissue geometries 
and the electromagnetic source configuration are com
plex, and any theoretical calculation of the fields exist
ing in or near the tissues is difficult, if not impossible. 

The theoretical analyses of electromagneti::: fields in 
biological tjssues are complicated chiefly by the com
plex geometries and are limited to special simplified 
cases, such as plane, cylindrical, or spherical layers of 
tissues exposed to plane wave, dipole, and aperture 

sources. 
A. man's body is covered by a thin layer of skin next 

to a thicker layer of subcutaneous fat over muscle or 
other rissue of high w:i.ter content. The absorption and 
reflective properties of a man exposed to -near-zone or 
radiation fields in the low-frequency portion of the 
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Fig. 1. Various human tissue geometries expoaed· 
. to electromagnetic sources. 

microwave band is related chiefly to the geometry and 
dielectric properties of these three layers of tissue. 
Consequently, most theoretical treatments of induced 
field distrilJJtions in tissues have been based on the 
highly simplified models composed of one or more of 
these tissues exposed to the fundamental sources de
picted in Fig. l(a)-(e). The more realistic case, involv
ing irregular boundaries and an arbitrary source, shown 
in Fig. l(f), is not amenable to an exact theoretical solu
tion, so one must analyze it by means of an experimental 
technique SL:ch as the one discussed in this paper. The 
fundamental problem of plane layers of tissues exposed 
to plane waves, shown in Fig. 1 (a), has been treated by 
Sclrwanetal. [1]-[3]andLehmannetal. [4], [5].This 
model has been used to illustrate many of the major 
frequency-dependent deficiencies in microwave dia
thermy apparatus. These deficiencies include 1) exces
sive dielectric heating in the subcutaneous fat layer; 2) 
insufficient penetration in the deep muscle layers where 
dielectric heating is desired; and 3) very little control 
or knowkdge of the actual energy absorbed by the tis
sues, varying with the physical characteristics of the 
patient. Since this model is based on a plane-wave 
source, however, it does not show the relationship be
tween the source size and the induced fields. Theoretical 
treatment of triple tissue layers exposed to finite source 
distributions are complex, and the cost for numerical 
evaluation of the expressions can be prohibitive. This 
is especially true when entire field distributions are 
needed as bnctions of frequency, thickness of tissue 
byers, so;1rce size, and source geometry. Consequently, 
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theoretic:11 treatments involving finite sources have 
ignored the thin 0.2-mm to 0.4-mm thick skin layer. 
This approximation will probably have little effect on· 
the actual relative field distributions in the deeper tis
sues at frequencies below 1000 MHz even though the 
tields outside the tissues may be significantly modified. 
Plane layers of fat and muscle tissues exposed to a finite 
source consisting of a dielectric-loaded dipole and corner 
reflector, shown in Fig. l(b), was examined by Guy 
ct al. [6], [7] by using this approximation. The sim~ · 
plification of ignoring the skin was justified in this study 
since the aim was to optimize the applicator configura
tion for maximum energy penetration into muscle with 
minimal electric field intensity in the fat. The finite
aperture source and plane-tissue model in Fig. 1 (c) has 
also been treated theoretically by the author [ 8] in a 
compansion paper and is used as one of the theoretical 
models for verifying the techniques in this paper. Cy
lindrical models exposed to both plane waves and finite 
sources, as depicted in Fig. l(d) and (e) have been 
treated theoretically by Ho et al. [9 ], [10]. Absorption 
in spherical models has been analyzed by Anne et al. 
[ 11] -in terms of total absorption characteristics. The 

1 electromagnetic-induced temperature patterns in the 
irregular geometry exposed to an arbitrary source 
[Fig. l(f)] have been analyzed experin~entally through 
the use of thermistors and thermocouples implanted in 
living fat and muscle tissue by Lehmann et al. [12], [13 ]. 
These measurements are difficult to perform without 
disturbing the electromagnetic fields, however, and are 
time-consuming and expensive. It is also difficult to 
relate the temperature distributions to electromag
netic fields in this case, since the former is a complicated 
function of blood flow. The use oi the thermographic 
and phantom modeling techniques described in the 
following sections appears to be a more quantitative 
and reliable solution to the problem of defining the 
fields. 

PHANTO:\f :VIODELS 

Phantom modeling materials, with the compos1t10n 
and properties given in Table I, have been developed to 
simulate human fat, mu'scle, and bone. These materials 
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Fig. 2. Compari_son between dielectric prnpertie~ of actual and simu
lated human lat and muscle. (e1.m are d1electnc constants; Tf,m are 
loss tangents of iat and muscle, respectively.) 

have complex dielectric properties, illustrated in Fig. 2, 
that closely resemble the properties of human tissues' 
reported by Schwan et al. [1], [2] where the parameters 
t:J and cm are the dielectric constants and r1 and Tm are 
the loss tangents of fat and muscle, respectively. The 
dielec:::ric properties were measured by a standard 
method described by Von Hippe! [14]. The method re~ 
!ates the dielectric properties of a known thickness oi 
dielectric in a coaxial transmi_ssion line to the input and 
termination impedance. The calculations were per
formed. on a laboratory digital computer. The specific 
heat of each material was measured by the method of 
mixtures [15 ]. A known mass of heated materi:11 was 
placed in a known mass of water in a calorimeter. The 
specific heat was calculated from the initial and tinal 
temperature of each. substance. Since the dielectric 
properties of bone nearly approximate those for fat at 
the frequencies considered in this study, the modeling· 
material for fat may also be used for bone. The syn
thetic muscle can also be used to simulate other tissues 
with higl-i water content._ The dielectric constant can 
be va:-ied over a wide range by varying the. percentage 

l 
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Fi~·- 3. \',1rious ph,unorn tissue models and electromagnetic 
diathermy sources. 

Fig . .Jc. Pbnar phantom tissue models and aperture sources. 

oi poiyethylenc powder, and the conductivity can be 

con trolled by the salinity of tl1e material. The properties 

oi the syn the tic fat can be varied over a wide range to 

simulate other tissues of low water content by varying 

the amounts of aluminum power to control the dielec

tric constant and of acetylene black to control the con

ductivity. :\ simulated tissue structure composed of 

these modeling materials will have the same internal 

field distribution and relative heating functions in the 

presence of an electromagnetic source as the actual tis

sue structure. Phantom models of the tissue geometries 

depicted in Fig. 1 are fabricated as shown in Figs. 3 and 

4. They include stratified layers oi muscle and fat of 

\-arious thickness and both circular and irregular cylin

drical structures consisting of simulated fat, muscle, and 

bone to simulate various parts of the anatomy. These 

models were fabricated and used for a diathermy op

timization study by the author [7 ]. The additional 

iayer of skin was not required in the study since it was 

concerned mainly with electromagnetic heating in the 

iat and muscle. The experimental models were not 

modified for the work reported here since the theoretical 

models used for verifying the method also excluded the 

skin layer. The models are designed to separate along 

planes perpendicular to the tiss_ue interfaces so that 

cross-sectional relative heating patterns can be mea

sured with a thermograph. A thin 0.00~5-mm-thick 

polyethylene film is placed over the precut surface on 

each half of the model to prevent evaporation of the 

wet synthetic muscle. 
The technique for using the model is the following. 

The model is first exposed to the same sou::-ce that will 

be used to expose actual tissue. The power used on the 

model will he considerably greater, however, in order to 
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fig. 5. Response and calibration of thermograph camera B scan 
for the cross-sectional surface temperature of phantom thigh 
model. 

heat it in the shortest possible time. After a shon ex-

. posure the model is quickly disassembled and the tem

perature pattern over the surface of separation is ob

served and recorded by means of a thermograph. A 

modified Sierra Philco camera is used for these experi

rnen ts and the results are recorded on an analog mag

netic tape for later transfer to photographic film. The 

exposure is applied over a 5- to 60-s time interval de

pending on the source. After a 3- to 5-s delay for sep

arating the two halves of the model, the recording is 

done within a 5-s time interval or less. Since the thermal 

conductivity of the model is low, the difference in mea

sured temperature distribution before and after heating 

will closely approximate the heating distribution over 

the flat surface except in regions of high-temperature 

gradient w:1ere errors may occur due to apprecialJle dif

fusion of heat. Since the therrnograph responds to in

frared radiation from the heated model, it is sensitive to 

changes in both temperature and emissivity of the sur

face of the model. The response of the thermograph is 

illustrated in Fig. 5. Single B scans were made along a 

line across one of the precut surfaces of the same phan

tom thigh model shown in the right of Fig. 3. Prior to 

each scan the model was heated in a chamber so that 

the temperature was constant throughout the model. 

Each scan was made for a different model temperati:ire, 

and the infrared radiation from the model was sensed 

along a line passing through the center of the model face 

across the synthetic fat, muscle, and bone. The deflec

tion oi the therrnograph oscilloscope trace is calibrnted 

in terms of temperature on the chart on the right side 

of the figure. The trace appears to deflect nearly the 

same for all tissues scanned by the camera at a given 

temperature. There does appear to be a very slight de

crease in emissivity for the simulated fat and bone tis

sues as observed from the traces for 27. SO and ,30°C, 

however. If this slight variation is neglected, it appears 

that the thermograph response can be considered linear 

and independent oi tissue type for a temperature range 

extending from room temperature to at least 6° above 

room temperature. The electric field strength in the 

simulated tissue can be related directly to the magni

tude of the heating pattern. This is illustrated by con

sidering the example of a plane synthetic fat and muscle 

geometry· with a plane wave at normal incidence, :is 

illustrated in Fig. l(a). The internal temperature dis-

.. ----------------~-----· ---~-----------------
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ing- in a tissue model cxpo:;cd to a plane wave at normal incidence. 

tribution along :-i. line perpendicular to the tissue inter

faces is sho\\'!l in Fig. 6. The short term temperature 

rise !J.7~-,"' in the fat and muscle materials is denoted by 

the solid curve. The heating distribution W1 ,m CW /m3
) in 

the fat and muscle given by the dotted lines is related to 

· the temperarnre changes by the relations 

(1) 

where C1 ,m and Pt,,,, are the respective specific heats and 

densities of the synthetic fat and muscle, and K is the 

factor for converting H11 ,"' to \"!\i/m 3, taking account of 

unit conversion and exposure ti.me. The magnitudes of 

the electric field strengths E1 ,m in the fat and muscle 

are 

(2) 

where a-f,m =we0e1 ,,,.r1 ,,,. are the respective electrical con

ductivities, w is the angular frequency, and Eo is the 

per mi ttivi ty of free space. The accuracy of the esti

n'iated rebtive heating patterns and fields at the inter

face can be further improved for this simple case by 

correcting the error due to the heat flO\\' across the inter

face between the high-temperature muscle (due to high 

electrical conductivity) and the lower temperature fat 

(due to low electrical conductivity). This can be done 

by noting that the electric fields on each side of the 

im:eriace must be equal by the boundary conditions. 

Therefore, there should be a discontinuity in the rela

tive heating curve given by 

w, = (JJ w,,, ~ o.osw;n, 
(J'm 

\Ve can use this relation to provide a correction ior heat 

diffusion in the vicinity of tissue interface. This is ac

complished by extrapolating the accurate portions of the 

curve several millimeters to this known interface dis

continuity. Kote that this bolds true only where the 

electric fields are tangential to the fat-muscle interface. 

The validity of this thermographic technique is verified 

in the following sections by comparing recorded results · 

with c:tkuhtir,11s tll:rivecl from thC;<,r<:ti("al studies 011 

models of regular shape. 'vVe will consider plarn: t iss11c 

l:iyers exposed to a rectangular-aperture sour('(: ;u1d 

cylindrical tissue byers exposed to a plane-wave source. 

In acldi ~ion to the results obtained for the regular 

shaped 111oclels, some expcrimcn tal data arc prescn tee! 

for an ir:·egular model corresponding to a sect.ion of hu

rn;Ln thish tissue. For convenience all of the: following 

theoretical and experimental data discussed in this 

paper will \Jc presented in terms of relative heating dis

tribution nornialized to the maximum heating in the 

model. Absolute values of electric field intensity can 

easily be derived from (1) and (2) using the information 

from Table I and Fig. 2. 

Plane Tissue Layers Exposed to Rectangular-/! />erturc 

Source 

The experimental data were taken by first exposing 

the center of an assembled model of fat and muscle to a 

direct-contact-aperture source, as illustrated in Fig. 1 (c) 

and discussed in the companion paper [8 ]. The source 

illustrated in the top left of Fig. 4 consisted of a 12- by 

16-cm aperture excited by a TE1o waveguide mode. The 

aperture was excited with the electric field polarized 

· along the wider portion of the aperture, similar to the 

theoretical apertures discussed in the companion paper 

[8] except that no ground plane was used ior these ex

perimentaJ models. The waveguide source was carefully 

designed \vi th i11ode filters to allow a perfect transition 

from the coaxial iced to a single TE1o mode distribution 

across the aperture. The waveguide was loaded with an 

aluminum oxide sand to lovier the waveguide cutoff fre

quency so that 915-MHz power could be transmitted 

through the guide. The phantom models used for this 

portion of the study, also shown in Fig. 4, were assem

bled by first constructing a 30- by 30- by 14-crn box 

with ¼-in-thick plexiglass sides. The top and bottom 

surfaces consisted of solid synthetic fat oi uniform 

thickness. The box was cut so that it could be separated 

into two 30- by 15- by 14-cm halves, each filled with 

synthetic muscle. The exposed cut surfaces were covered 

with 1-mm-thick polyethylene film to prevent loss oi. 

moisture. The models were constructed with fat thick

nesses of 0.97, 2.0, and 2.96 cm, and a muscle thickness 

greater than 10 cm which was sufficiently thick to allow 

n~arly total absorption of the transmitted energy. The 

experimental data were taken by first exposing the 

center of the assembled model to the waveguide source 

so that the polarization of the electric field was parallel 

to the plane of separation for the model. A coordinate 

system corresponding to that used in the companion 

paper [8] was used with the origin at the center oi the 

aperture, the x-y plane parallel to the aperture, the x 

axis parallel to the electric fields, and the z axis oriented. 

toward the center of the model perpendicular to the 

fat-muscle interface. The waveguide was energized with 

sufficient.power over a duration of 5-60 s, so that the 

internal terr:.perature rise oi the model was enough to 
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(!'owcr: 650 \\' for 15 s.) 

obtain a ,,·ell-defined thermogrnphic photograph of the 
plane of separation. The thcrmograph camera was set to 
obtain a C scan, displaying a two-di:nensional picture 
of the entire area heated (intensity proportional to 
i:ernperature) in the :r-z plane as shown in the upper 
left portion of Fig. 7. The results are for a fot thickness 
;:;1 = '.2.96 cm. The scale on the oscilloscope indicator was 
::;et so that one large division equals '.2 cm. The horizontal 
midline with the small subdivisions on" the photograph 
corresponds to the s axis through the geometric center 
of t.he aperture and perpendicular to the flat interfaces 
oi the phantom tissues. The vertical 111idline with the 
small subdivisions corresponds to th-:: fat and muscle 
interface. Phorographs of B scans shown in the upper 
right oi the figure were also taken in i:he :r-z plane cor
responcl ing to various depths z = 0, 1).5, 1.0, 1.5, '.2.0, 
and '.2.5 cm in the synU1etic fat. The photographs ,vhich 
arc double exposures taken both before and after ir
radiation of the model arc oriented so that the clcHcction 
lo the left is proportional to temperature as a function 
of.\: (vertical direcrioll Oil photograph). The tempera
ture difference!:!,.[ i>etwccn the superimposed B sca!ls 
(,,·ith the same vertical :\: scale as th-~ C scalls) is ap
proximately proportional to the relative heating dis
tributions and square of the electrical field over the 
region scanned, as described in the previous section. 
The temperature scale corresponds to 2.5°C/div. The 
family of B scans in the lower right of the figure were 
recorded for the larger values of depth z, corresponding 
to the muscle region. The B scan at the lower left of the 
figure is a scan take!l along the z axis of the applicator. 
:\ote the discontinuity due to the uifference in elec
trical conduciivit.ics of the two media. Fig. S illustrates 
the thcrnfograrns taken for the models with 0.97- and 
'.2.00-cm-thick layers of fat exposed to the same somce. 

209 

Fig. 8. Thermograms oi plane layered tissue models \\'ith iat thick
nesses zi=0.97 and 2.0 cm exposed to 12- by 16-cm waveguide 
aperture. (Power: 650 \V for 15 s.) 

Note the "hot" spots corresponding to the rapidly 
diverging fields near the edge of the aperture at z near 

· zero and x = ±8 cm. The values of !:!,.Y1,,,. for these ex
amples were converted to relative heating functions 
T.V1 ,m, as described in the previous section, and are com
pared to theoreticril values as derived by the method 
discussed in the companion paper [S ]. The results are 
compared in Fig·s. 9-11, where the solid lines denote the 
theoretical values and the dotted lines denote the ex
perimentally derived values of relative heating. Since 
the source cl istri bu tions and rel a tecl patterns are sym
metrical with respect to the y-z plane, patterns covering 
only one-half of the .,:-z plane (O::; x:::.; 10 cm) Jr~ ill us
trated in the figures. The relative heating pattern for 
the fat is illustr::itcd on the right and the patterns for 
the muscle arc illustrated on the left on each figure. The 
sharp spikes in the relative heating patterns near the 
suriace of the model, clue to the edge of the applicator, 
theoretically approach infinity at z = 0 and :\: = ± S cm. 
The differences between the experiment::il and theoret
ical magnitudes of the spikes can be attributed to heat 
diffusion produced by the large thermal gradient. The 
fact tha.t the relative hearing clue to the edge is very 
localized as predicted hy theory can be confirmed by 
observing the sharp reduction in the magnitude of the 
heating spikes with the distance between the aperture 
and model as illustrated in Fig. l'.2. ~ote also that the 
experimentally derived heating at the surface of the 
model is as much as 25 percent higher than that pre
dicted by theory. This could be attributed to the ab
sence of the infinite ground plane or modification of the 
aperture clistri bu tion by the tissues for the experimental 
case. \Vith the exception of these differences, the curves 
agree reasonably well and illustrate th:1t the thermo
graphic method can be ·relied upon to quantify field dis-
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Fig. 11. Comparison between theoretical and measured relative 
heating patterns for plane phantom tissue model with fat thick-
ness z, = 0. 97 cm. · 

tributions in tissues when the geometry and dielectric 
properties are known. This experimental approach ap
plied to rectangular models was used as an invaluable 
aid in improving microwave diathermy applicators. 
The improvements needed in diathermy are increased · 
penetration of fields and heating in muscle tissue with 
decreased heating in the subcutaneous fat layer. Also, 
it is desiraule to develop an applicator for application 
very close to, or in direct contact with, the area to ue 
treated in order to provide more control of the energy 
in the tissues requiring therapy with less radiation to 
vulll(:raule tissues, such as the eyes and testes, 
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Thermograms for plane phantom tissue model exposed to 
experimental diathermy applicators. 

Fig. 13 shows a comparison of thermographic data 
taken for a plane phantom model with 2 cm of fat ex
posed to various experimental diathern1y applicators . 
Intensity cross-sectional C scans are illustrated in the 
middle of the figure; B scans taken across the top of the 
phantom model in the x direction are illustrated at the 
top of the figure; and B scans taken along the z axis for 
each applicator are illustrated at the bottom of the 
figure. At the far left are the results for the standard 
2450-MHz diathermy applicator pictured in the middle 
of Fig. 3. The heating pattern_s due to this applicator 
placed 5 cm from the model are undesirable due to ex
cessive fat-to-muscle heating ratio and poor penetra-
tion into the muscle. The next scans are for the direct 
contact waveguide applicator pictured at the left in 
Fig. 4. They show a marked improvement in heating 
patterns everywhere except for the undesirable edge 
heating effects. 

The third set of thermograms from the left, however, 
show that these heating spikes can be eliminated with 
further improvement in the heating patterns by the ad
dition of a 0.5-cm-thick dielectric plate to the waveguide 
applicator as suggested from a theoretical study [S ]. 
This type of dielectric loaded waveguide applicator is 
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Fig. 1-1. C~·lindrical phantom tis,;ue models. 

Fig. 15. Large-diameter cylindrical phantom tissue model exposed 
ro ~-150-:\lHz approximate plane-wave source in anechoic• 
shielded room. 

Yery umYieldy and heavy, however, so a smaller cavity 
applicawr, illustrated on the ;-ight of Fig. 4, was fab
ricated. _\ less desira\;le heating pattern is obtained for 

. this case as sho,yn by the second group of thermograms 
Jro111 the end. This is due to a 111ore complex aperture 
cl isrri bu tion resulting· from higher order modes excited 

-~0 -••'"Ji~-;--the aclrupt transitioi1s betwe_en the coaxial feed and 
the 12- by 16-cm aperture. The aluminu11J oxide dielec
tric filler tised in this· cavity applicato_r was replaced 
with silicon carbide filler having a higher dielectric con
stant and the cavity was excited at the lower frequency 
of 540 :\IHz. The patterns for this applicator, shown on 
the far-right oi Fig. 13, show a·rnarkecl i;11provement in 
111uscle-to-fat heating ratio at the lower frequency, .as 
predicted by the theoretic;cl study. \Ne may conclude 
from these results that the aperture excited with a pure 
TE10 mode and separated a· slight distance from the tis
sues by a dielectric plate provides the i11ore desirable 
field patterns for 'therapeutic purposes. \Ve may also 
conclude that continued improvement is obtained in 
the patterns as the frequency is lowered. 

Circular Cyl1'ndriwl Tissues Exposed. to Various Sources 

Triple-layered circular cylindrical tissue models 
roughly simulating portions of l1u1nan thigh and arms, 
shown in Fig. 14, were exposed to a number of sources. 
The large ci·linder consisted of simulated bone of out
side radius 1.9 cm, muscle of outside radius 6.3 cm, and 
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-THEORY ...... CORRECTED EXPERIMENTAL 

CYLINDER 2450mHz 

Fig-. 16. Thcnnograms for large-diameter cylindrical phantom tissue 
model exposed to 2450-MI-Iz approximate p!ane-\\'ave source. 
(Power: 2500 W for 30 s.) 
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CYLlND£R 2450rr:Hz 

Fig. 17. Ther·nwgrams for small-diameter cylindrical phantom tis
sue model exposed to 2-150-iVIHz approximate plane-wave source. 
(Power: 2500 \V for 30 s.) 

fat of outside radius 8.9 cm. The smaller cylinder, com
posed of the sam~ materials, had respective interface 
radii of 0.95, 3.18, and 4.45 cm. Thermographs were 
taken of the models after they were exposed to a 2450-
NIH z approximate plane-wave source consisting of the 
far-zone field of a:horn antenna in an anechoic chamber, 
illustrated in Fig. 15. Figs. 16 and 17 illustrate the re
sults in terms of a standard cylindrical coordinate sys
tem corresponding to the cylinder geometry. The data 
on the left side of each figure were taken from an R-¢ 
µlane surface of the cylinder with the incident magnetic 
field parallel and the electric field perpendicular to the 
z axis of the cylinder at¢= 0°. The cl,1ta on the right side 
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CYLINDER 915mHz 

S,n,1\1 cylinckr exposed to 915-;V!Hz 12- by 16-cm cavity
aperture s(Jurce. (Power: 180 \\I for 40 s.) 
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Fig. 21. Small cylinder exposed to 750-iV!Hz 12-by 16-cm 
cavity-aperture source. (Power: 190 \V for 40 s.) 
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CYLINDER 750 rnHz 

Small cylinder exposed to 750-:V!Hz 12- by 16-cm cavity
aperture source. (Power: 190 \V for 4-0 s.) 
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Large cylinder exposed ro .J.,,3-:\!l-lz dipole diathennr 
applicator. (Power: _210 \\" for .J.O s.) 
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Small cylinder exposed to 433-1\,IHz dipole diathermy 
applicator. (Power: 210 \'11 for 40 s.) 
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of the tig·urL:wcrc Llb'n frorn the N .. -;:; pl:u1c .. surf:icc of 
the cylinder \,-ith tht' i11L.-i(k11t electric field parallel and 
t..hc magnetic lidd peqi,:ndicubr tn the ;:; axis of the 
cylimkr at ¢=0°. Thc'B sctns for e,1el1 model were 
takc.11 in the R..-¢ pbnc along lines ·corresponding· to 

¢ =0°, +5°, :rnd <)()°, :is marked on the C scans of each 
leit-hand fig·urc. The single B sc:in for die right-hand 
figure w:is taken :llong the R axis in the¢ =0-plane. The 
teinperature information \L\S co11vertccl. into relative 
heating patterns expressed by dotted lines and com
pared to theory as ex1~rcssed by solid lines in the figures 
below the B scans. The spatial scales are 2 cm/div and 
the temperature scales iire 2.5° C/div. The theoretical 
results due to Ho ct al. [9] show good agreement with 
the measured relative heating curves. The models were 
also exposed to other type sources including the direct
contact cavity applicator illustrated on the right of 
Fig. -!, operating at 750 and 915 MHz, and a com-. 
mercial European -!33-MHz (12-cm-long capacity
loaded dipole) diathermy applicator shown at the left 
oi Fig. 3. The therrnographic results from exposing the 
models to these linearly polarized sources are illustrated 
in Figs. 1S-23. The format for each figure is the same as 
for Figs. 16 and 17, except all B scans are limited to the 
¢ = 0 axis. Theoretical curves due to a plane-wave 
source. are compared to the experimental results for 
these cases also. Although the actual sources used were 
finite in size, the agreement in the results for the ex
posed left sides of the cylinders are surprisingly close. 
The p:nterns clearly show the increased I)enetration of 
the fields into the muscle and the decreased. field am
plitude in the subcutaneous fat as the source frequency 
is lowered. Reflections from the fat-muscle interface are 
clear at all frequencies, while reflections from the bone 
are apparent only at the lower frequencies where pene
tration is sufficiently deep to produce the visible heat
ing effects. 

Irregular Cylindrical Tissues Exposed to Various Sources 

The greatest benefits gained from the technique dis
cussed in this paper are achieved through its application 
rn irregular tissue structures that cannot be analyzed 
theoretically or practically by other metl~ods. V.Je can 
illustrate this by applying the various sources disci.1ssed 
above to an irregular shape phantvrn model of the human 

I thigh pictured on the right in Figs. 3 and 14. The results 
: are illustrated in Fig. 24. The B scans were taken along 

the line through the center of each source perpendicular 
I 

to the tissue interfaces on the flat side oi the model. The. 
relative heating patterns were evaluated and plotted 
below each B. scan, as shown, by accounting for the 
specific heat and weight of each modeling material and 
correcting for heat flow in the regions of high-tempera
ture gradient at the interfaces. Note the excessive heat
ing in the subcutaneous fat at 2450 MHz which de
creases markedly with increasing frequency. Also, there 

----------------------~~ 
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Fig. 24. Thermograms and relative heating patterns of phantom 
thigh models exposed to various electromagnetic sources. Fre
quency: (a) 433 iV!Hz; (b) 750 :VII-'lz; (c) 915 :\•.!Hz; (cl) 2450 
MHz. Dotted line indicates corrected experimental. 

is a definite increase in penetration in the muscle as the 
source frequency is lowered. This penetration is suf-. 
ficient at lower .frequencies to produce reflection of 
energy at the surface of the bone. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental techniques discussed in this paper 
provide a method for rapidly evaluating electric fields 
and the ·associated heating patterns in any tissue ge
ometry due to an arbitrary electromagnetic source when 
the tissue geometry and dielectric properties are known. 
The technique has been verified by direct comparison· 
with known theoretical results. The results have pro
vided a rnea11s for verifying the theoretical expressions 
for diathermy hea·ting patterns in models that arc 
amenable to theoretical analyses and also have provided 
quantitative data on models too complex to analyze by 
theoretical methods. This technique can also· be applied . 
with equal ease to the problem of assessing fields in
duced in body tissues by accidental exposure to radars, 
microwave ovens, or other microwave power equip
ment. Although the models used in this study were 
fabricated for the specific purpose of optimizing thera
peutic heating of musculature, it would not be difficult 
to synthesize phantom models of other regions of the 
body where information on electromagnetic field dis
tributions are desired. For example, the skull, brain 
matter, eyes, spinal cord, and spine could all be modeled 
in a complex phantom structure of the human head and 
neck, or the entire body complete ·with various cavities 
could be modeled. These models could be scaled to any 
size by proper adjustment of frequency and electrical 
conductivity. The technique would be useful for analyz
ing fields in other lossy media such as food and wood, or 
other substances exposed to microwave heating equip
ment. 
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Electromagnetic Fields and Relative I-Ieating 
Pat terns D"R-1e to a Rectangular Aperture 

Source in Direct Contact with 
Bilayered Biological Tissue 

ARTHUR 1vv. GUY, ME:MBER, rEEE 

Abstract-Expressions are derived and evaluated for the electro
magnetic fields and associated relat:ve heating patterns in two
layered biological tissue media exposed to a direct-contact rectan
gular aperture source. The source consists of a linearly polarized 
electric field distributio'n specified in the plane of the aperture. The 
results may be used for many biomedical applications ranging from 
the design of diathermy applicators to the establishment of standard
ized electromagnetic field intensities in connection with research on 
electromagnetic effects in living biological media. 

INTRODUCTION 

J\. METHOD for predicting the fields induced in a 
I'i_ bilaye~ed bio_logical tissue media in dire_ct ~on

tact wnh a given aperture source field dtstnbu
tion is discussed. It is an extensi::rn of Schwan's work for 
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· a plane-wave source incident on fiat layers of tissue [1 ]. 
The more rigorous method is needed for some applica
tions of microwave power in medicine and in studies on 
the biological effects of microwave energy where ::i. 

direct-contact aperture or a waveguide is used as an 
energy source. The analysis is especially valuable in the 
more recent use of ultrahigh frequencies for therapeutic 
heating in physical therapy [2 ], [3 ]. Plane-wave or 
radiating sources become impractical since the energy 
is impossible to focus into a beam with reasonable size 
applicators and the near-zone fields of the applicators 
extend to greater distances. Under these conditions a 
pure radiation or far-zone field can be maintained only 
by placing the applicator at distances where large areas 
of the body would be exposed and excessive power levels 
would be required. Thus, in order to obtain selective 
heating with reasonable power levels (SO to 100 \V) one 
n:iust n'ecessarily expose the tissues to the near-zone 
fields of the source. The induced fields in the tissue :ire 
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hc-n hig'hly dependent on the source field clistriliutinn 
nd fn'qucncy and 111.1y be considerably different from 
hose induced by J pLrnc-,nve or racli:1-tion field. The 
uthor has previous!)· demonstrated this with a dipole 
nd dick-.:tric ti llcd corner reflector source [4]. This 
1 ttcr source, howc,·t'r, is ra rht'r restricted ;incl :dl.ows 
ttlc fkxibilii:y for optirnizin;.;· the he:1tinp; p:i.Herns in 
he tis,mcs. The :qw.nurc source, on l'lic c>ther hand, 
rnYidc:::,; :1 bdlcr :rnd more flexible method for stucly-
1g the cffcn of sou rt·c d istri bu tion, size, and frequency 
n rile induced fields in the tissues. This provides a 
re:1ter degree of control on::r rhc extent and distrilm
on of the induced fields, resulting in improved dia-
1crmy :ipplic:nors :ind be.ttcr control for other medical 
pplications s:JCh as producing diffe:ential hypothermia 
1 cancer tr1:atmen t [ 5]. It should be pointed out, how
;er, that since the analysis is based on a fiat slab 
:ode!, it is valid only for tissue structures where the 
1rface curvature under the aperture is large compared 
l the aperture size. Since the calculated results show 
1ac the fields drop off rapidly beyond the edge of the 
)erture, the restriction on surface curvature need only 
J!d for short distances beyond the edge of the aperture. 
ote also that there is no restriction on wavelength. 
he plane-wave analysis, on the other hand, is re
ricted to c:ises where both the surface curvature and 
1e size of the tissue structure are large corr.pared to a 
avelength. The author ieels that direct-contact dia
;ermy applicators designed to provide optimal deep 
::ating patterns for therapeutic purposes based on the 
ab model w,ill provide similar results for the fiat 
1oulder, chest, and back areas and in the thigh where 
1e tissue \\"ill be somewhat flattened with the applica
on of the energy source. Though the analysis does not 
)ld for areas with small radii of curvature such as the 
·ms and legs, an applicator design providing good deep 
~ating based on the slab analysis should provide 
1ually good deep heating to curved tissues. Further 
.1provements may be obtained for the latter case, how
.rer, through the use of curved ;iperture sources based' 
1 a more rigorous analysis discussed in the companion 
~per [6]. 
\Vith the aforementioned restrictions, the aperture 

1urce rather than a free-field source could aLso be used 
1 expose a portion of a test animal or subject so that a 
10,n1 field level could be set up in a specific tissue to 
~termine its tolerance to microwave fields. This could 
leviate some of the problems encountered in determin
g the fields induced in the tissues of an animal exposed 
i a free field when the free-field absorbtion and scat
·ring characteristics of the irregular shaped body are 
.1kno\\·n. 
Ii ,vc r(:strict oursdves to two layers of flat tissue, an 

1 ter layer of arbi nary thickness and a semi-infinite 
ner lay(:r, we can derive expressions for the fields that 
Lfl !Je evaluated ecollu!llically with minimal computer 
ists. The analysis can illso Lie applied to many cases 
here a layer of skin c-,:ists lict:wecn this tissue geometry 
1d the aperture source. lf the skin is sull1cic11tly thin 
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compared 1:o ,l wavelength, we can derive lhc electric 
fields from lhe sperificcl aperture distribt.1tion hy as
suming i.ha.t the skin is replaced with the finite thick 
medium below it. Once the electric fields arc cletcr
minecl, however, other quantities in the skin medium, 
such :is the magnetic field, displacement current den
sity, conduction current density, and the associat<'d 
ti::;sue heating must lie derived from the electric field 
in terms of the complex dielectric propertics of the skin. 
The skin heating presents no problem in physical ther
apy because standard surface cooling techniques can be 
used to control it. Human skin (usually less than 0.4 
111111 thick with a refractive index near that of muscle) 
is sufficiently thin, compared to a wavelength, below 
1000 lVIHz for this approach to be approximately cor-

. rect. The expressions could apply to regions of the sub
ject's body consisting of a layer of subcutaneous fat 

. over muscle (or other tissue· of high water content) 
or to the subject's head consisting of a layer of bone over 
central nervous system material. The aperture would 
be restricted to a small size for this latter situation, 
-however, because of the small radius of curvature of 
the head. A worst case situation of the head being ex
posed to a leaky slot in a microwave oven door could 
be roughly simulated for example. The computed results 
clearly illustrate the relations between the induced fields 
in the tissti'es and parameters such as frequency, aper
ture size, aperture geometry, and source distributions. 

THEORETICAL EXPRESSIONS 

Fig. 1 illustrates the theoretical model considered in 
this study. The model consists of a finite linearly po
larized rectangular aperture source of width a and 
height b in direct contact with a bilayered tissue. \Ve 
will assume a tissue layer of finite thickness z1 and com
plex per mi ttivi ty E1 * over a semi-infinite tissue layer 
with a complex permittivity e2*. \Ve choose a coor
dinate system with the origin located in the center of 
the aperture with the positive z axis directed down into 
the tissues perpendicular to the interfaces. \Ve will 
assume an electric source field E.(x, y) = Ex(x, y) ax in 
the plane of the aperture.where a,, is a unit vector along 
the x axis. 

The development of the field expressions in the tis
sue follows an approach used by Villeneuve [7] to com
pute the effective input impedance of an open-erided 
waveguide radiating into a finite thick layer of plasma. 
In this problem, however, we wish to evaluate the elec
tromagnetic fields everywhere in the bilayered tissue 
medium. Through the use of the Fourier transform 
technique discussed by Villeneuve and also in Harring
ton [S] we obtain the Fourier integral representation of 
the electric field 

• exp (f(u:i: + ,,y) du dv (1) 
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II 

Fig. l. Aperture s·ource and tissue geometry. 

,,·here che subscripts 1 and 2 reier to the upper and 

lo,\·er tissues, respectively", and the components of the 

integrands <I>1,2 are 

F-(u, 11, z) . · 
<1'1x = ---- <l>,,(11, v) 

F-(11, v, 0) 
(2) 

-ui-<1>,,(u, 11) 

<I>1, = ------- [F-(-u, v, z) 
y (W/ + v2)F-(u., v, 0) 

- c-(11, v, z)] (3) 

--uv<I>a(,it, v) [W1 
<f, _ = -------- -- F+(u v z) 

l- (TY i2 + v2) f'--(u, v, 0) v ' ' 

+ _v_ G+(1t V z)] (4) 
TV1 ' ' 

(5) 

. -uv exp (jW2(z - z1)) 
cf>.,, = -------- [F.:.(11, v, z1) 

-v (TV? + v2) F-(-u, .v, O) 

+G+(u, V, Z1)]cf>a(i1, v) (6) 

~ z~v exp (JTV h - z1)) <I>ht, v) 
cf>c: = ---,-------~--

.. (TV 2
2 + v2)F-(1t, i,, 0) 

.. • [·· Wz F~(u, v, z1) + -2'_ c+(n, 11, Z1)] .· 
V . . W1 

Th(• F's and G's are given by 

· exp (jTFi(z ;_ z1)) 

±(A-sin W1z1 + jB- cos W1z1) 

· e:'rp (-jW1(z - z1)) 

G±(u, 1•, z) ,,,; [(A++ J3+) sin W1z1 + jC+ 
• 

. · exp (jWi(z - z1)] 

± [(A- - B-) sin W 1z1 - JC

. exp (-jlh(z _: zi))] 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

where 

.11± = Wi111zw 2µ€"* ± u 2v2 ± (W 1
2 + u 2)(l,fl 2

2 + v2) (10) 

]3± = (T,V 1
2 + v2)(H'z2 + u 2) - 1t2v2 ± W1W2w 2µe 1* (11) 

(12) 

and <I>a(u, v) is the Fourier transform of the aperture 

source fields given by 

· 1>a(1t, v) ~ f "'f"' Es(x, y) exp (-j(ux + vy) d:-c dy. (13) 
-co -co 

The branches of the propagation constant W1 ,2 must be 

chosen so that 

when 0 < 112 + v2 ~ Re(w2µe 1 , 2*) (14) 

The complexity of the Fourier integral expressions 

given in (1) requires the use of computer numerical in

tegration techniques for practical solution. Since bio

logical tissue media have significant electrical conduc

tivity, tl~e integrands in the expressions will converge 

to an asymptotic expression that rapidly approaches 

zero with increasing magnitude oi variables of integra

tion u and v except when evaluated very near any dis

continuities such as the edges of the source. The in

tegrals may therefore be separated in to · two parts; 

the first is an integral with finite ranges of integration 

that provides the major contribution to the fields for 

all regions except near the disconti11uities of the source, 

and the second with an infinite range of integration 

providing a contribution that is significant only near 

the discontinuities. vVe may assume that the upper 

tissue layer is infinitely thick for the latter integral 

since the fat-muscle interface at z = z1 will have neg

ligible effect on the highly localized fields near the edge . 

This usually is valid for z1 > 0.5 cm. These integrals 

may be expressed in the following equations: 

1 f. NJ ,1£ . 

E1,2 = --,- [<I>1,2(11, v, z) - 1 1.2]. 
(21d -N -M 

· exp (j(ux + vy)) du dv 

1 J"'J"' + (27r) 2 _., -oo j'l,2 

• exp (j(ux + vy)) du dv (16) 

where 12 = 0 and 1 1 is. the asymptotic form of <!>1 (u., v, ::) 

with u>M and v>N for N and M sufficiently large, 

and z1~, oo given by 

(I;_, 
_,,.,. 

-~----- .. ~ ~ --
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TlH.' tirst intc~T:d c:1n lh.' l':1sil:: h:111dlcd l.ry 1w111crical 
111cthnd:; :;11ch :1s ihc List· 1"ottrilT 1r:111sfon11 [9] or 

C:1us:<i:rn quadr;1turc llll'(]l()d nf i111cgT:1tinn l,lOj whill' 

the scco11d i11tcsr:d can u,,;u:11ly be evaluated in a closcrl 

form cxpn.:ssion. Consider the special case where the 
,sol!rcc. corresponds to a waveguide TE1o mode field dis
trihl!tion 

7i\l 
E,(.r, y) = E.,Cy) = cos _:_ · 

(I. 

The transform for this special case is 

ai1 

cos-
ab 2 

'Pu(u,~•) 
s (:Y c~:y 

(l8) 

ub 
sin-

2 

11b 
(19) 

2 

and the second integral of (16), I, may be approximately 
evaluated as 

r[ b b ] -+;\: --x 
1 7i\l I 2 2 

I """ - ;-- cos-=- l tan- 1 
---+ tan- 1 --- a, 

111 a .z z 

++ C )'] z~ + (:::ya, · (20) 

z~ + 

The significance of (20) is that it clearly illustrates 
the effect of the rapidly diverging fields near discon
tinuities in the aperture sot:Irce such as the edge. In the 
plane of the aperture at z = 0 we may note that the z 
component of expression I and· therefore of the elec
tric field E, approaches infinity at the discontinuities 

x=±b/2. 
Both therapeutic benefits and cell damage in bios 

iogical tissues stem from the conversion of electro
magnetic energy into heat. Thus the heating or heat 
deposition P defined as the thermal power released in 
the tissue expressed in watts per cubic meter is of sig
nificant interest. One should note that P which is a 
function of position does not in any way uniquely de
fine temperature distribution. The latter is a more com
plex problem which also involves time, the specific 
heat, thermal conductivity, vascularity, and other 
thE·rmal constraints of the tissues. The heating does, 
ho,\·ever, give a direct measure of the efficiency of the 
applicator as a therapeutic heating device and is an 
important parameter in predicting temperature dis
tributions when the other factors are known. The heat
ir:g P with subscripts to denote the appropriate tissue 
is expressed as 

P;_2(:-,;, y, z) = a-1,2 I Eu(:i..:, y, z) 1
2 (21) 

where u1,2 = T 1,2wE1,2 are the electrical conci ucti vi ties of 
the tissue Javers. 
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Fat ;\ I u,clc 

Frcq11cncy Ao 
l\Illz (cm) •1 TJ AJ (cm) Em Tm o.., (cm) 

433.2 69.3 5.55 0.37'1 28.9 .'i2 .8 0.9S-l 3.38 
750.0 40.0 5.59 0. 266 16.8 51..'i 0.59~ 3' ! 
9l8.8 32.7 5.75 0.250 13.5 51.4 0.48S ,) . 05 

1200.0 25.0 5.61 0.214 10.5 50A 0.'122 2.i! 
2000.0 15.0 5.53 0.162 6.36 48.1 0.30S 2.26 
2450.0 12.3 5.56 0.154 5 .18 47 .4 0.306 l.S~ 

NUMERICAL EVALUATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF 

HEATING PATTERNS 

The expressions just derived wer:e numerically eval
uated on a digital computer for a wide range of aper
ture sizes, source distributions, frequency, and thick
ness of the tissue layer adjacent to the aperture. The 
expressions were evaluated for the case where tissue 
layers 1 and 2 correspond to human fat and muscle, 
respectively, with typical electrical properties as re
ported by Schwan [1] and tabulated in Table I where 
E, T, 'A, and o are the respective dielectric constants, 
loss tangents, wavelengths, and depth of penetration 

(distance where plane-wave field decreases by a factor 
of e- 1

) and the subscripts 0, f, and m refer to air, fat, 
and muscle, respectively. Note that the values in the 
table are nominal values, whereas the actual values do 
vary between various samples. This is especially true 
for the fat due to the variation in water content be
tween different tissue samples.· The nominal vall!es, · 
within the range reported by Schwan, were chosen to 
correspond to the properties of the phantom models 
discussed in the companion paper [11]. Letting E1,dEo 
= EJ,m and T1,2 =71 ,,,,,"as listed in the table, we first assume 
a TE1o mode source distribution. Only one half of the 
symmetrical heating curves in each tissue corresponding 
to positive values of x or y are evaluated and plotted. 
It is convenient from a standpoint of computerized 
plotting to convert the calculated heating data into 
relative heating by normalizing it with respect to the 
value of ma-ximum heating in the tissue. The ma-ximum 
heating u'?ually, but not always, occurs in the muscle 
at the interface with the fat. 

Fig. 2 illustrates the relative heating due to an a.= 12 

by b = 16 cm aperture source plotted as a iunction of x 

for different depths in the x-z plane. The electric field 
of the source is polarized parallel to the x axis. The rela
tive heating curves for a typical 2-crn-thick fat, for 
depths below z=0.1 cm, were plotted on the right and 
those for muscle at, depths greater than 2 cm, were 
plotted on the left oi each graph by a digital plot
ter. The relative heating at z1=0.l cm rather than at 
the surface is shown to avoid the singularity or hot spot 
at the edge of the aperture. Results are shown for the 
frequency range from 433.2 MHz (European UHF 
diathermy frequency) to 2450 MHz (the highest North 
American microwave diathermy frequency). Relative 
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Fig. 2.- Relative heati:1g patterns forTE 1o mode source with a=12 cm, b=16 cm, and z1=2.0 cm for 
various frequencies. 

heating curvc:s in the y-z plane illustrated for 918.8 

11IHz in Fig. 3 have a cosine squared variation for both 

the fat and muscle. This was typical in the y-z plane 

for all frequencies using the cos(riy/a) source variation. 

On examining the results one should keep in mind 

that the most desirable relative heating patterns for 

therapeutic purposes correspond to minimum relative 

heating in the fat with maximum relative heating and 

depth of penetration in the muscle. 

The maximum heating, normalized to unity, takes 

place in the muscle at the fat-muscle interface for all 

frequencies considered in Fig. 2. The ma.ximum heating 

in the fat occurs at.the surface for all frequencies below 

2000 iVIHz. Above this frequency, the maximum heating· 

in the fat may occur below the surface as shown for · 

2450 MHz at 0.5 cm. The minimum heating in the iat, 

on the 0th.er hand, occurs at the fat-muscle interface 

for all frequencies. The.discontinuity between the heat

ing curves at this latter interface stems from the large. 

ratio in electrical conductivities, a factor of 20, bet,\·ce:, 

the two media. The variation of heating with de;1,!: 

(z 2:: 2 cm) in the muscle is identical to that obL,:::::,: 

with a plane-wave source since to the first order ::~~ 

penetration is independent of the shape of the w,,\·:

front. The figures show that this depth of penetr:,,:.'::

(depth where relative heating is down to 13.S pc,c,'::: 
.,.. .... --

l 
I 
l 
I 

l 

I 
l 
I 
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Fig. 3. RcL1ti,·c hc:.t ing p:lttcrns for Ti:.: 10 llt0de source with· 

a= 12 cm, b = 16 cm, :rnd ;:; 1 = 2.0 cm in y-z plane. 

oi the rna:--.imum in the muscle) varies irom 3.38 cm 

(z=5.3S cm) at -:1:33.2 l\fHz to l.SS cm (z=3.SS cm) at 

~-:1-50 :\!Hz, :1greeing with the results for Om tabulated 

in Table I for a plane wave. The skin depth increases 

much less t.h::m the inverse square root of frequency 

since the electrical conductivity of the muscle increases 

sharply at the lowei• frequencies. However, the varia

tion of he:1ting in the fat with z and the variation in 

both tissues for x and y are different from that obtained 

\\·ith a plane-wave source. The difference is illustrated 

b;,"· the dashed line among the heaticg· curves in the fat 

indicating the maximum fat heating in the region 2.0 

cm2::z2::0.1 cm due to a plane-wave source. One may 

note that the fat heating due to the aperture is nomi

nally less than that obtained for a, plane wave for all 

frequencies except 433.2 MHz. One may also note that 

the heating due. to the edge at z = 0.1 cm and x = 8 cm 

increases with decreasing frequency, becoming apparent 

at frequencies below 1200 MHz. It is significant that 

this "edge effect" disappears completely at a depth of 

0.5 cm. This· strongly suggests the use of dielectric 

spacer or aperture _cover to eliminate the resulting hot 

.- spots induced in the tissues due to the edge. The valid-

. ity of .this suggestio11 is experimentally verified in a 

companion paper [11 ]. The heating. in the fat for all 

examples illustrated in Fig. 2 appears to be relatively 

constant as a function of x directly under the aperture 

with the exception of the very localized heating directly 

undi;:r the edge.of the aperture (x=8 cm) at some of the 

iower frequencies. This heating drops off sharply beyond 

the edges of the aperture. The heating variation in the 

muscle, however, is considerably different; the value is 

maximum at x =• for frequencies below 1200 MHz and 

decreases with a. cosine~lil.;:e variation toward the edge 

of the aperture. ,This change in character of the heating 

patterns in the muscle stems from the fact that the x 

component of the electric field is continuous across the 

boundary while the z component virtually disappears 

due to an order of magnitude increase in complex dielec

tric constant. The rectangular-shaped heating patterns 

in the fat result from both x and z components of elec

tric fidd \vhile the cosine-shaped heating patterns in 

the muscle are due mainly to the x component of i:he 

electric field. \Vhen the aperture height b becomes larger 

than the wavelength in the fat';,._,., the reh!in: hca.tin~ 

curves in the n111sde medium split inlo 1nultiple lobe~ 

as seen in Fig. 2 for frequencies ~Teater than 1 ~llO :\ !l l z. 

This is characteristic of the near-zone fields of a finite 

aperture source in which lobing is known to occur fnr 

;;«b 2
/';,. =u2

1r where b =n'/,. and u is an integer. The max

imum heating in the fat at 2450 MHz docs not oecur at 

the surface but at a distance z = 0.5 cm below the sur

face because z1>V/4. This is clue to the stanclin,r-wave 

nature of the fields in the iat where the minimum ap

pears a.t the low impedance point at the fat-muscle 

interface and the ma.."\'.imum at _one quarter wavelength 

back from the interface. However, we would still expect 

very localized heating at the aperture edge at z = 0 and 

x = ± S for this case. At lower frequencies where z1 <V /4 

heating along the z axis is reduced inversely with fre

quency because a smaller portion of the standing wave 

exists in the fat. One must also realize that since the 

electrical conductivity of skin is significantly higher 

than that of the fat [1 ], a thin layer of skin over the fat 

would experience a large increase in relative heating 

over that of fat at the skin-fat interface. This presents 

no problems, however, in therapeutic applications since 

surface cooling effects limit the temperature rise of the 

skin. · 

The results given in Fig. 2 are significant from the 

standpoint of designing applicators for providing ther

apeutic heating to deep human tissues. In_ g_1;;neral, these 

results both support and supplement the conclu.sions 

made by Schwan [5] concerning the problems in using 

2450 MHz as a diathermy frequency. Schwan recom

mended the use of lower frequencies (below 900 MHz) 

to, alleviate these problems based on improvements 

predicted by a plane-wave analysis. Fig. 2 illustrates 

clearly that these improvements can be realized with a 

finite practical size aperture so1.1rce. In fact, at fre

quencies of 750 MHz and above with proper precatitions 

to eliminate the edge effect, subcutaneous fat heating 

can be reduced below that obtained with a plane-wave 

source. The finite direct-contact aperture is not only 

advantageous from this standpoint but it also allows 

more efficient application and better control of energy 

imparted to the tissues, thereby eliminating unwanted 

high level and possible unsafe side radiation origi

nating from radiating type applicators. It should be 

pointed out that existing commercial diathermy appli

cators are not high-gain antennas and have relatively 

broad radiation patterns. Furthermore, it is not prac

tical to design them as high-gain antennas. This is 

especially true at ultrahigh frequencies. Although the 

results given in Fig. 2 indicate continued improvement 

in therapeutic aspects with decreasing frequency (deeper 

muscle penetration and less fat heating) practical con

siderations limit the minimum frequency. To maintain 

the TE1o mode field distribution for the finite source 

the applicator must be dielectric loaded to provide 

proper energy transmission and transformation bet\veen 

I 
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Z,=2.96CM 
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Fig-. ~- l~ebtivc hcati,1:c; patterns for TE, 0 mode source with 

a=l.! cn1, li=J6 c111, :111df=915 :\!Hz for fat thickness z,=0.97 
and 2.96 c111. . _.. . · 

a feed point: and the aperture. For tl:e 12- by 16-cm aper

ture discussed here, this requires a dielectric constant 

of 4 at 91S ~1IHz, of 6 at 750 MHz, and 16 at 433 MHz. 

~ow that we have demonstrated the fact that 915 

i\IHz is a better therapeutic heating modality than 2450 

MHz of the two authorized microwave frequencies for 

medical application in the United States, we will confine 

the remaining discussion chiefly to the former frequency. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the effect of fat thickness on the rela

tive heating curves. It is obvious from the standing

waye nature of the fields in the fat that overall fat heat

ing increases as shown with fat thickness. The heating 

in the fat remains below the maximum produced by a 

plane wave, however, as shown by the dashed lines. \Ve 

now consider the problem of adjusting the aperture 

size and source distribution for providing optimal deep 

penetration of fields and associated heating needed for 

either therapeutic _or experimental purposes. Since opti

mal deep heating is consistent ·with a minimum ratio 

between fat heating to muscle heating, we first examine 

the effect of aperture height b on the ratio between fat 

surface heating to muscle surface heating on the per

pendicular center line or z axis of the aperture. Fig. 5 il

lustrates this effect for the 12-cm-wide aperture involv

ing the three fat thicknesses previously discussed. The 

. dashed lines illustrate the ratio for the plane-wave ' 

source. The curves clearly illustrate that a minimum 

ratio can be achieved for all fat thicknesses by using an 

aperture height of b=),,.1 =13.5 cm. Note that the ratio 

RATIO OF FAT SURFACE HEATING TO 

MUSCLE SURFACE HEATING ON Z AXIS 

1.0 ,--,,--+----t---,---1-. 
I 
I 

.8 +----+---e--------+
rt.ANE WAVE 
VALUE 1 

1----+---i-z1;i%__j___ 

.4 

.2 

0 o-~--1~0--2~0-_,30e--_ __,40 __ _.50-

b(CM) 

Fig. 5. Ratio of fat surface· heating to muscle surface heatin~ on ~ 

:txis due to a TE,o mode som·ce as a funct:ion of aperture heighr 

for various fat thicknesses ::it 918.8 MHz (a= 12 cm). 

experiences a.maximum at b=2A1 =27 en'! a!lcl another 

minimum at b = 3),,.1 = 40.5 cm as illustrate:cl IJy the curve 

corresponding to a fat thickness of z1 = 2.00 cm. The 

curve appears as a dampened oscillation about the 

nominal ratio for a plane wave.· The ratio increases 

sharply as b decreases below a wavelength aJJproaching 

infillity as the height IJecorncs vanishingly small. 

Fig. 6(a)-(c) illustrates the complete heating curves 

in the x-z plane for a= 12 and b equal to 2, 4, S, 12, 20, 

and 26 cm, respectively. The curves in Fig. 2 (c) for 

b = 0.6),,.1 = 16 cm may also be compared_ with this group. 

As aperture size is increased, the relative heating varies 

from intense superficial heating in excess of that pro

duced by a plane wave to deep heating greater than 

produced by a plane wave. The group of curves with 

b = 12 cm, corresponding closely to the first minimum 

plotted in Fig. 5, appear as the most desirable from the 

standpoint of producing· the greatest deep heating with 

the least surface heating. The spot heating clue to the 

edge also appears minimal for this aperture size. The 

curves suggest that a radome or plastic cover over the 

aperture as thin as 1 mm could virtually eliminate the 

undesirable edge heating effects. The curves show that 

a single lobe cosine-shaped heating pattern can l.Je 

maintained for aperture heights up to b = 20 cm= 1.5),,.i 

for the TE10 source distribution, but beyond that height 

the pattern will begin to split into two lobes with max

ima off the axis of the applicator and a minimuni on the 

axis. This splitting of the heating pattern becomes most 

predominant for an aperture height of b = 26 cm""' 2Aj. 

This is related directly to the maximum of the curve 

illustrated in Fig. 5. Note that the edge effect increcises 

as the aperture height deviates from the optimal value 

of b =),,.1 = 13.5 cm. Fig. 6(a) clearly illustrates that 

heating becomes quite superficial in the tissue due to 

rapidly diverging fields when the aperture height i;; 

reduced to 2.0 cm or less. This would indicate tlu: 

cutaneous thermoreceptors would be considerably r::,·•:-::> 

sensitive to potentially dangerous field levels i:1 :::,· 

vicinity of slot that is electrically thin than "·b.'r, ;:,,_::-
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Fig. 6. Relative heating patterns for TE,o mode source with a=12 cm, ]=918.8 lVIHz, and z1 =2 cm for various 
aperture heights. For (a)-(f) the values of b are 2, 4, 8, 12, 20, and 26 cm, respectively. 

an aperture that is electrically large, as illustrated in 
Fig. 6(c)-(i). Deeper' tissues would ex)erience much 
greater heating in the latter case than in the former for 
the same apparent surface heating as detected by 
thermoreceptors in the skin. 

The effect of the aperture width on t}_e heating pat
terns is illustrated in fig. 7 where the ratio between fat 
surface heating and muscle surface heating is plotted 
as a iunction of width a when the height is maintained 
c1t the previously determined optimum value of b = 13 
cm. The ratio decreas\::S w:th increasing aperture width 
approachin~ asymptotic values significantly less than 

those produced by plane-wave sources. Complete heat
ing patterns plotted in both the x-z and y-z planes are 
illustrated in Fig. 8 for b = 13 cm and a= 16 and :24 cm. 
The heating in the fat for these cases is further reduced 
from that shown in the other figures. In fact, for an 
aperture width of 24 cm there is no apparent edge heat
ing effect at depths below z = 0.1 cm. These curves are 
significant in that they illustrate that an aperture source 
with a TE10 mode distribution will produce optimal 
deep muscle heating patterns in a fat-muscle tissue 
geometry when the dimension in the direction of the 
electric field is held to one wavelength as measured in 
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Fig. 7. Racio of fat surface heating to muscle surface heating on z axis due to a TE, 0 mode source as a function 
of aperture \\'idth for various fat thicknesses at 918.8 NI Hz (b = 13 cm).' 
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Fig. 8. Relative heating patterns for a TE,o mode source with b = 13 cm at a frequency 
of 918.8 i.\'I Hz for various aperture widths. (a) a= 16 cm. (b) a= 14 cm. 

the fat. The pattern will further improve with increasing 
,,·idth, measured perpendicular to the electric field, up 
to nm wavelengths. Larger widths produce very little 
change in heating patterns other than an increase in 
total area exposed. The results suggest that if the size 
of aperture sources used for therapeutic heating must 
he varied for purposes of treating specified areas, the 
size should be varied through changes in aperture width 
a rather than the height b. Source distributions for pro
ducing additional improvements in heating patterns 
were considered hut none were found to elate_ that pro
duce be;tter results lh,m the simple TE1o mode distribu-

tion. For example, Fig. 9(a) illustrates the patterns for 
a source with a phase distribution chosen to focus the 
energy at the fat"--muscle interface. Though the heating 
pattern in the muscle was narrowed, the heating in the 
fat is as large in magnitude as the worst case discussed 
previously for this size aperture. Fig. 9(b) illustrates 
the result of defocusing the energy lry reversing the sign 
of the aperture phase distribution. The patterns are 
considerably changed, breaking into two main lobes iii 
both the fat and muscle with major superficial heating. 

Some n1ention should be made of the sensitivity of 
the results in this paper lo the variation in w:tter con-

l 
I 
I 
i 
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·Fig-. 9. Relative heating patterns for variable phase bifurcated 
aperture source with a= 12 cm, b _= 16 cm, at a frequency of 
91S.S :\!Hz, and .::;1 =2.0 cm. 

stant of the fat layer. Schwan's data [1] indicate that 
the dielectric constant of fat at 900 MHz can vary over 
the range 5.3 to 7.5 while the electrical conductivity 
can vary over the respective range 0.083 to 0.150 mho/ 
m. This corresponds to a wavelength range of 11. 7 cm 
<''J..1 < 14 cm in the fat. Figs. 5 and 7 indicate that the 
range of applicator dimensions for minimal fat to muscle 
heating ratio is sufficiently broad that an optimum 
fixed applicator design should operate satisfactorily 
over this range with only a minor effect on· heating pat
terns. The large change in cr1 , however, would result in 
significant changes in fat heating P due to its sensitivity 
to cr1 as shown in (21). Again, this could in no way affect 

. the design of the applicator source. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Theoretical expressions have been evaluated for the 
electromagnetic fields and associated heating in layered 
bioiogical tissues due to a rectangular aperture source. 
The expressions; numerically evaluated on a digital 
computer, are used to select an aperture size and source 
distribution to provide the best subcutaneous deep 
heating patterns in the tissue layers. It has been found 
that minimum fat heating to deep muscle heating ratio 
is achieved through the use of a simple TE1o mode aper
ture source distribution one wavelength in height and 
between one and two wavelengths in width. A direct
contact source of this size produces a deep heating to 
superficial heating, ratio that is significantly greater 
than that for a plane-wave source under the same con
ditions. Sufficient reduction in aperture size, however, 
can reduce this rat.io so that superficial heating becomes 
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dominant and far in excess of that prod uccd IJy plane
wave sources. J\perture heights greater than one wave
length can result in a lobing effect on the deep heating 
pattern with maxima occurring off the center axis oi 
the aperture. The results strongly demonstrate the 
desirability of using direct-contact aperture sources as 
diathermy applicators rather than using dipole sources 
that couple energy to the tissues through airborne rnclia
tion,. The direct-contact applicator not only is capable 
of providing impi·oved heating patterns but it inherently 
limits the fields to the tissue areas being treated without 
unnecessary exposure of other tissue areas of either the 
subject or the therapist. Since all energy is imparted 
directly to the treatment area, dosimetry or measure
ment of the energy imparted to the tissues and effi
ciency are significantly improved and total power re
quirements are reduced. Superficial skin and fat tem
peratures can be reduced through cooling of the cover 
or the loading dielectric of the aperture source contact
ing the skin. 

Although the results reported here were derived for 
application to the therapeutic heating problem, they 
arc also applicable to other problem areas invoiving the 
deliberate exposure of animals or human subjects to 
microwave energy for either therapeutic or experimen
tal purposes. 
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